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ABSTRACT
This Air University Advanced Research paper focuses on intelligence support to units
employing Joint All Domain Command and Control (JADC2) networks that are exposed to an
adversary’s non-lethally employed exploitation effects in contested environments. A 2020
RAND corporation study defines JADC2 as “connecting distributed sensors, shooters and data
from and in all domains to all forces to enable distributed mission command at the scale, tempo,
and level to accomplish commander’s intent - agnostic to domains, platforms, and functional
lanes”.1 Non-lethally employed effects are those identified as executed through cyber, space,
influence operations, and/or electronic warfare enabled methods to deny, degrade, disrupt,
destroy and/or manipulate the data integrity or function of forward deployed devices. The current
JADC2 network employed in contested environments potentially leaves communications
equipment vulnerable to adversary exploitation means, and/or subjects mission data traversing
the network to exposure. This paper highlights requirements for: 1) centralized databasing of
adversary non-lethal threats (both assessed and confirmed capabilities or methods), 2) compiled
threat trend analysis reporting based on threats observed, 3) advanced research conducted on
intelligence gaps present in intelligence requirement(s) submitted by supported units (threat
database relevance maintained), and 4) use of the intelligence threat data acquired to implement
technical solutions, mitigation techniques, and/or changes to how equipment and connections are
established in contested environments.
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Intelligence Support to JADC2 Network Vulnerabilities
For non-lethally employed threats in an identified Area of Responsibility (AOR), local
supported units lack a dedicated staff level intelligence support function to perform the
following: 1) identify threat(s) associated to identified JADC2 network enabling device(s), 2)
analyze non-lethally employed threats to perform trend analysis, 3) establish a centralized
database or repository on assessed or confirmed reporting of adversary’s non-lethally employed
effects observed in an AOR, 4) maintain threat data (ensure relevance intelligence refresh rate is
occurring) between staff level and support units, and 5) establish a dedicated liaison function in
translating classified data to a medium in which the larger consumer-based audience can utilize.
Currently, analysts produce intelligence reports yielding an 'assessed capability' (not
confirmed or observed) of an adversary’s capabilities or methods with varying confidence levels
(“low”, “medium”, or “high”). The assessed confidence level is driven by the ability to observe
non-lethally employed capabilities occurring on network enabling devices. As the information
arms race continues in multi-domain operations, the adversary’s capabilities will be harder to
detect, collect on, and assess confidently. As a result, military forces will lose the opportunity to
confirm adversaries are employing non-lethal threats against JADC2 networks. As military
detection and attribution capabilities decline, assessed confidence levels will also decrease in
future observations of non-lethally employed threats against JADC2 networks in contested
environments. The threat of losing ISR confirmed or “high” confidence reporting on non-lethally
employed adversary threats against JADC2 networks, will inhibit the military’s ability to
implement mitigation techniques to counter them. This will result in an undetected threat, which
will inherently blind the operator to the associated vulnerability level of the device – critical
information in a contested environment.
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The recommended process for ensuring JADC2 networks are operational and secure in
future contested environments include the following: 1) employment of JADC2 network
enabling equipment in contested environments, 2) ISR overhead in collecting threat data on
observed or assessed adversary capabilities against JADC2 network enabling devices utilized, 3)
adequate centralized databasing of those threats at COCOM levels with intelligence threat data
refresh rate maintained, 4) persistent ISR support in translating the threat data to supported units
to enable 5) implementation of required actions to mitigate risks associated with JADC2 network
enabling devices (reference image 1).

When the threats are known, properly documented, and distributed to consumer base that
enables JADC2 networks, intelligence can be utilized to implement technical solutions and
mitigation techniques to minimize associated vulnerability levels in a contested environment.
Sixteenth Air Force leadership confirmed this assessment in a 2020 report advocating for the
requirement to employ processes that are relevant to the speed of the information environment;
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the report additionally states that “effective information warfare operations in a peer conflict will
require tight synchronization among ISR, Cyber, electronic warfare, and information operations,
as well as seamless integration into combatant command operational process.”2 The intelligence
data gained can contribute to changes in military employed tactics, techniques, and procedures in
a contested environment. As an example, a network operator may not want to rely on a device
that enables a command and control (C2) connection because of the known threat intelligence
associated with the device; that network operator may then establish an alternate connection that
enables the same C2 function but at a lower risk level against the known adversary threat.
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CONCLUSION
In order to ensure JADC2 networks are operational, the DoD should: 1) increase priority
on identifying non-lethally employed effects to forward deployed JADC2 network enabling
devices, 2) document the non-lethal threats to JADC2 networks at COCOM staff levels, at
different classification levels (tear lines, as appropriate to ensure releasibility to consumer base),
and 3) prioritize efforts to ensure technical solutions and mitigation actions are implemented at a
remediation rate acceptable for meeting operational demand as adversary’s capabilities and
methods become known. This recommended approach identifies military network dependencies
in a contested environment, with intent to fortify the JADC2 networks against adversary nonlethally employed threats. The ability to articulate the full threat picture and implement
operational planning considerations that counter near-peer adversaries’ anticipated capabilities
and methods, as they are still in development, will be key in the next generation conflict.
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Author’s Note:
This research paper was written from the perspective of a Network Operations (17DXA) and
Intelligence (14N) dual-Air Force Specialty Coded officer. The core focus of this research paper
derives from an effort currently being worked at staff level by the author in support of a tactical
communications group and is working towards codifying what non-lethal requirements
submitted on behalf of tactical level units should look like to 16th Air Force moving forward.
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